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GSVD- and tensor GSVD-uncovered patterns of DNA copy-number alterations predict
adenocarcinomas survival in general and in response to platinum
Methods, Figs. S1–S14, and Tables S1–S7
Construction of the WGS LUAD and Affymetrix
LUAD, USEC, and OV datasets. We used the
same computational workflow as we previously used
to construct the Agilent OV discovery and validation
datasets11,12 (Fig. S1). Only patients with consistent survival information and a known tumor stage at diagnosis
were included. Only tumor profiles of frozen portions,
and, where weight was available, of ≥10 mg were used.
Affymetrix OV profiles from plates 0452 and 0648 were
excluded due to consistently large numbers of missing
copy-number and SNP probes, respectively.
We obtained TCGA raw level 1 WGS binary alignment
map (BAM) files, at 1.25X- to 80.5X-coverage of the reference human genome hg19, of 139 LUAD primary tumor
and 138 patient-matched normal DNA samples, together
with the clinical labels of the patients and the experimental labels of the DNA samples, from the Genomic Data
Commons (GDC)8 (Dataset S1). In each file, we counted
the number of Illumina HiSeq 2000- or Genome Analyzer
II-measured sequence reads that map to 93,371 nonoverlapping 1K-nucleotide bins across the chromosome arms
6p+12p by using copy-number estimation by a mixture of
Poissons (CN.MOPS).14 Read counts of zero were nulled.
Bins that are consistently null across the patients in each
set were removed. Each profile lists the log2 of the positive read counts, centered at its median and normalized
by its standardized MAD (sMAD).
The resulting WGS LUAD tumor and normal datasets
have the structure of two matrices of L = 138 matched
columns, i.e., patients, and K1 = 86,181 and K2 = 91,523
rows, i.e., tumor and normal bins with positive read
counts in all tumor and normal profiles, respectively.
We similarly obtained Affymetrix Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 6.0-measured profiles of 488 LUAD, 109
USEC, and 479 OV primary tumor and 470, 109, and 465
patient-matched normal DNA samples, respectively9,10
(Datasets S2–S4). TCGA raw level 2 copy numbers of
<2−6 , 2−7 , and 2−8 in any one of the 63,099, 40,700,
and 50,906 Affymetrix probes, roughly 0.1% of the tumor
copy numbers across 6p+12p, 7p, and Xq, respectively,
were nulled. Probes that are consistently null across the
patients in each set were removed. Each profile lists the
log2 copy numbers, centered at its median and normalized by its sMAD.
The resulting 6p+12p Affymetrix LUAD, USEC, and
OV tumor and normal datasets have the structures of
two matrices each, of L = 470, 109, and 465 matched
columns, i.e., patients, and K1 = 56,076, 60,445, and
51,096 and K2 = 59,121, 60,448, and 59,500 rows, i.e.,
tumor and normal probes that are nonnull in all tumor
and normal profiles, respectively. The resulting 7p and
Xq Affymetrix OV tumor and normal datasets have the
structures of two matrices each of L = 465 matched
columns, i.e., patients, and K1 = 39,727 and 49,769 and

K2 = 40,244 and 50,511 rows, i.e., nonnull tumor and
normal probes, respectively.
The 139 WGS LUAD patients are a subset of the
488 Affymetrix LUAD patients. Of the 249 and 148
mutually exclusive Agilent OV discovery and validation
patients, 208 and 123 are subsets of the 479 Affymetrix
OV patients.
Formulation of the GSVD and definition of the
tensor GSVD as comparative spectral decompositions. We formulated the GSVD (Figs. 1 and S2) and
defined a tensor GSVD to be comparative spectral decompositions, i.e., to simultaneously identify the similar and dissimilar between two column-matched but rowindependent matrices and tensors, respectively, and thus
create a single coherent model from two datasets recording different aspects of interrelated phenomena.15−18 The
interpretation of the tensor GSVD as a comparative spectral decomposition is possible because, like the GSVD,
the tensor GSVD is exact, exists, and has uniqueness
properties that directly generalize those of the SVD.21,22
Theorem S1 (Uniqueness properties of the tensor
GSVD). The tensor GSVD of two, e.g., third-order tenKi ×L×M
sors Di ∈
, which with LM ≤ Ki unfold
into three pairs of full column-rank matrices, is unique
up to phase factors of ±1 of each pair of column basis
vectors ui,a and each of the row basis vectors vx,b and
vy,c , with the corresponding matrices in Ri , i.e., Ri,a:: ,
Ri,:b: , and Ri,::c , respectively. This is except in degenerate subspaces of ui,a , vx,b , and vy,c , defined by subsets
of equal r1,abc /r2,abc , ||R1 [VyT ⊗ diag(ex,b )]||/||R2 [VyT ⊗
diag(ex,b )]||, and ||R1 [diag(ey,c ) ⊗ VxT ]||/||R2 [diag(ey,c ) ⊗
VxT ]||, respectively, where ex,b and ey,c are unit vectors
along the L-x- or M -y-column dimensions, respectively.

R

Proof. From Eq. (4) and the uniqueness properties of the
GSVD of the two tensors Di unfolded into the two matrices Di to preserve the Ki -row dimensions, the corresponding two column basis vectors ui,a are unique up to
a phase factor of ±1. From Eq. (3) and the definition
of the two core tensors Ri , the corresponding matrices
in Ri , i.e., the matrices Ri,a:: , which span the L-x- and
M -y-column dimensions in the ath position along the Ki row dimensions, share the same phase factor. Similarly,
from the GSVD of Di unfolded into either Dix or Diy to
preserve either the L-x- or M -y-column dimension, the
x- and y-row basis vectors vx,b , and vy,c are unique up to
phase factors of ±1. The corresponding matrices Ri,:b:
and Ri,::c share the same phase factors.
This is except in degenerate subspaces, where the basis
vectors ui,a , vx,b , and vy,c are not unique. From the
GSVD of Di , and the computation of the two core tensors
Ri of Eqs. (5) and (6), the degenerate subspaces of the
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two column basis vectors ui,a are defined by subsets of
equal σ1,a /σ2,a = r1,abc /r2,abc .
Similarly, the degenerate subspaces of the x-row basis vector are defined by subsets of equal σ1x,b /σ2x,b =
||Σ1x diag(ex,b )||/||Σ2x diag(ex,b )||, where ex,b is a unit
vector along the L-x-column dimension. From the GSVD
of Dix , where Dix is composed of the vertical block matrices Dix,m ,
..
.



Dix







=
Dix,m   M , Dix,m ∈
..
.

RK ×L,
i

(S1)

and from the invariance of the Frobenius norm under the
columnwise orthonormal rotation by Uix ,
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To formulate the GSVD as a comparative spectral decomposition of two matrices, we defined the “generalized
fraction,” i.e., the significance of the combination of ui,a
and va , in terms of the information that it captures in
Di relative to all other combinations of basis vectors, to
be a function of σi,a (Fig. S3),
pi,a = ||Di ||−2 ||σi,a ui,a ⊗ vaT ||2
!−1
L
X
2
2
σi,a
> 0.
=
σi,a

(S5)
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(S2)

||Σix ||2 =

where Ix and Iy are the identity matrices along the L-xor M -y-column dimensions, respectively. The degenerate subspaces of vx,b are, therefore, defined by subsets of
equal ||R1 [VyT ⊗ diag(ex,b )]||/||R2 [VyT ⊗ diag(ex,b )]||.
The degenerate subspaces of vy,c are similarly, therefore, defined by subsets of equal ||R1 [diag(ey,c ) ⊗
VxT ]||/||R2 [diag(ey,c ) ⊗ VxT ]||.



= ||[· · · , Dix,m Vx−T , · · · ]||2 .

(S3)

From the computation of Ri and the GSVD of Di ,
[· · · , Dix,m Vx−T , · · · ] = Di (Iy ⊗ Vx−T )
= Ui Ri (VyT ⊗ Ix ),
||Σix || = ||Ui Ri (VyT ⊗ Ix )||
= ||Ri (VyT ⊗ Ix )||,

(S4)

We defined the “generalized normalized Shannon entropy,” i.e., the complexity of Di , in terms of the distribution of its information among the combinations of
basis vectors, to be a function of the arithmetic mean of
pi,a log pi,a ,
0 < di = −(log L)−1

L
X

pi,a log pi,a ≤ 1.

(S6)

a=1

At its lower bound, an entropy of di → 0 corresponds
to an ordered and redundant dataset, where all the information is captured by one combination, i.e., ui,1 and
v1 ,

1, a = 1,
pi,a →
(S7)
0, a 6= 1.
An entropy of di = 1 corresponds to a disordered and
random dataset, in which all combinations are of equal
significance and capture equal fractions of the information, i.e., pi,a = 1/L for all a.
To extend the GSVD to a tensor GSVD, a comparative spectral decomposition of two tensors, we defined
the “tensor generalized fraction,” i.e., the significance of
the combination of ui,a , vx,b , and vy,c , in terms of the
information that it captures in Di relative to all other
combinations of basis vectors, to be a function of ri,abc ,
pi,abc =

LM X
L X
M
X
2
ri,abc

!−1
2
ri,abc
> 0.

(S8)

a=1 b=1 c=1

We defined the “tensor generalized normalized Shannon
entropy,” i.e., the complexity of Di , in terms of the distribution of its information among the combinations of
basis vectors, to be a function of the arithmetic mean of
pi,abc log pi,abc ,
di = −(2 log LM )−1

LM X
L X
M
X
a=1 b=1 c=1

pi,abc log pi,abc .

(S9)
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Segmentation of the 6p+12p WGS LUAD and
Affymetrix LUAD, USEC, and OV patterns. We
mapped the hg19 genomic start and end coordinates of
the 18 segments previously identified in the Agilent pattern to the WGS bins and the Affymetrix probes of the
closest genomic center coordinates. We classified the 14
of the 18 segments of >30 Agilent probes in length as amplified, unaltered, or deleted in the WGS and Affymetrix
patterns, and compared to the previous classifications of
the same segments in the Agilent pattern (Dataset S5).
We also segmented the WGS LUAD pattern by using
CBS,23 and classified the segments as amplified, unaltered, or deleted. We then mapped the segments in relation to gaps in the genome that are not covered by either
the Agilent or the Affymetrix probes, where the DNA
copy number was not measured by the microarrays.
To classify a segment, we computed its median copy
number and MAD from the median of the chromosome
arms 6p+12p. If the median of a segment is at least
one MAD greater or less than the chromosomal median,
then the segment is classified as amplified or deleted,
respectively (Figs. 2, 3, and S4).
Association of significant row and column basis vectors with technology-specific experimental
variations. We computed the Spearman correlations of
first tumor and 138th normal column basis vectors of
the WGS LUAD GSVD with the fractional GC content,
i.e., the counts of the A, C, G, and T nucleotides in the
nonoverlapping 1K-nucleotide hg19 sequences, across the
tumor and normal bins, respectively (Figs. S5 and S6).
We also assessed the distribution of the relative copy
numbers listed in each vector between bins of ≤50% and
>50% GC content by using boxplots and computing the
corresponding MWW P -values (Fig. S7).
We assessed the subsets of patients that are of either
high or low copy numbers in the first and 138th WGS
LUAD row basis vectors for enrichment in any one of
the experimental labels of the tumor and normal DNA
samples, e.g., the TCGA sequencers. The P -value of
each enrichment was computed assuming a hypergeometric probability distribution of the K labels among the N
patients, and of the k ⊆ K labels among the n patients
of either high or low copy numbers, i.e.,
P (k; n, N, K) =

 −1 X

n  
N
K
N −K
.
n
i
n−i

(S10)

i=k

In each row basis vector, we also assessed the distribution of the copy numbers between the subset of
patients corresponding to each of these labels and the
complement subset by using boxplots and computing
the corresponding MWW P -values (Fig. S8).
Classification of the WGS and Affymetrix adenocarcinomas tumor profiles by correlation with the
6p+12p Agilent OV pattern. To classify the WGS
LUAD and Affymetrix LUAD, USEC, and OV tumor
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profiles by correlation with the Agilent OV pattern, we
mapped each WGS bin and Affymetrix probe to the Agilent probe of the closest hg19 genomic center coordinate.
We used the correlation cutoff of ≈0.35, and computed
the coefficient cutoff by scaling 0.35 by the Frobenius
norm of the vector that lists the correlations, as was
previously established and validated for the 6p+12p
Agilent OV discovery and validation sets of patients,
respectively (Figs. 4, S9, and S10, and Tables S1–S4).
Estimation of the independence of the 6p+12p
Agilent OV pattern of intratumor heterogeneity.
We assessed the TCGA parameters of the tumor sample’s
volume, the slide’s percent tumor cells and nuclei, the
portion’s weight, and the analyte’s and aliquot’s DNA
concentrations, in the subsets of LUAD, USEC, and OV
patients that have high Spearman correlations of their
Affymetrix tumor profiles with the Agilent OV pattern,
relative to the complement subsets of patients that have
low correlations, by using boxplots and computing the
corresponding MWW P -values.
Estimation of the consistency between the DNA
CNAs and gene and miRNA expression. We
obtained TCGA level 3 Illumina HiSeq gene sequencing
profiles, which were available for 484, 56, and 246 of
the 488 LUAD, 109 USEC, and 479 OV patients. We
also obtained TCGA level 3 Illumina HiSeq miRNA
profiles, which were available for 429 and 237 of the
LUAD and OV patients. There are 15 genes and
miRNAs highlighted in the adenocarcinomas genotypes
that correspond to the shorter survival phenotypes.
We assessed the expression of each of the 15 genes
and miRNAs in the subsets of LUAD, USEC, and OV
patients that have high Spearman correlations of their
Affymetrix tumor profiles with the Agilent OV pattern,
relative to the complement subsets of patients that have
low correlations, by using boxplots and computing the
corresponding MWW P -values (Figs. S11–S13).
Classification of the Affymetrix OV tumor profiles by correlation with the 7p and Xq Agilent
OV patterns. We used the correlation cutoffs of
≈0.017 and 0.026, and computed the coefficient cutoffs
by scaling 0.017 and 0.026 by the Frobenius norm of
the vector that lists the correlations, as was previously
established and validated for the 7p and Xq Agilent OV
discovery and validation sets of patients, respectively
(Figs. 5, S14, and Tables S5–S7).
Computation of the concordance indices, i.e.,
accuracies, of predictors and indicators. We count
all the pairs of patients, where each patient is from
a different group of the KM analysis. We then count
among them all the pairs where the observed ranking of
survival between the patients agrees with the predicted
ranking between the groups, based upon the median
survival times for the groups estimated by the Cox model.
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Fig. S1. The adenocarcinomas tumor-exclusive genotype-phenotype relation is invariably uncovered
by, and only by, the GSVD and tensor GSVD, independent of the adenocarcinoma type and the
profiling technology, here in comparisons of WGS LUAD and Affymetrix LUAD, USEC, and OV, like
in the previous comparison of Agilent OV, primary tumor and patient-matched normal DNA copynumber profiles. (a) Construction of the tumor and patient-matched normal datasets. (b) Identification of the
adenocarcinomas genotype-phenotype relation. (c) Prediction of survival, in general and in response to platinum,
independent of stage. (d ) Prediction of survival throughout the disease, which may be OV specific.
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Fig. S2. The GSVD of the 6p+12p Affymetrix profiles of patient-matched LUAD tumor and normal
DNA. The GSVD of Eq. (1) is depicted in a raster display with relative Affymetrix DNA copy-number, i.e., amplification (red), no change (black), and deletion (green), where only the first through the 5th and the 466th through the
470th row and corresponding tumor and normal column basis vectors and generalized singular values are explicitly
shown. The angular distances of Eq. (2) are depicted in the inset bar chart. The red and green contrasts for the
datasets Di , the dataset-specific column basis vectors Ui and generalized singular values Σi , and the shared row basis
vectors V T , are c = 1, 150 and 7.5×10−4 , and 10, respectively.
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Fig. S3.
The most significant row basis vectors uncovered by the GSVD of the
WGS LUAD tumor and normal
datasets. (a) The ten largest generalized fractions in the WGS LUAD
tumor dataset are depicted in a bar
chart, showing that the two most
tumor-exclusive row basis vectors,
i.e., the first and second, are also the
first and fourth most significant in
the tumor dataset and capture ≈20%
and 10% of the information, respectively. The corresponding generalized
normalized Shannon entropy is 0.73.
(b) The two most normal-exclusive
row basis vectors, i.e., the 138th and
137th, are also the second and first most significant in the normal dataset and capture ≈24% and 19% of the
information, respectively.

Fig. S4 (on p. S-7). An adenocarcinomas genotype-phenotype relation. (a) The Affymetrix LUAD pattern,
which corresponds to a column basis vector that is significant in and exclusive to the LUAD tumor genomes, is
depicted in a plot of relative copy numbers, ordered and colored based upon genomic coordinates, with the medians
of the segments identified in the Agilent OV pattern by CBS (black lines). (b) The corresponding Affymetrix LUAD
row basis vector is depicted in a plot showing the classification of the 470 LUAD patients into low (red) or high (blue)
superposition coefficients. (c) The Affymetrix LUAD tumor dataset is depicted in a raster showing the genotypephenotype relation. (d ) The Affymetrix USEC pattern. (e) The corresponding Affymetrix USEC row basis vector.
(f ) The Affymetrix USEC tumor dataset. (g) The Affymetrix OV pattern. (h) The corresponding Affymetrix OV
row basis vector. (i ) The Affymetrix OV tumor dataset.
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Fig. S4 (captions on p. S-6).
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Fig. S5. The WGS LUAD first, most tumor-exclusive row basis vector and corresponding tumor
column basis vector. (a) The first tumor column basis vector is depicted in a plot of relative copy numbers,
ordered and colored by their genomic coordinates, roughly describing frequent spikes of increased copy numbers
superimposed on an invariant baseline. The correlation of the vector with the fractional GC content across the
tumor bins is 0.72. (b) The corresponding first, most tumor-exclusive row basis vector is depicted in a plot showing
an enrichment of the sequencer HMS/SN1120 (red) relative to the other sequencers (blue) among the 48 patients
with high superposition coefficients of the first tumor column basis vector in their tumor profiles. The corresponding
hypergeometric P -value is <10−2 . (c) The WGS LUAD tumor dataset is depicted in a raster, with relative WGS
read-count, i.e., DNA copy-number amplification (red), no change (black), and deletion (green), showing the GC
content variation and its correlation with the experimental batches.

Fig. S6. The WGS 138th, most normal-exclusive row basis vector and corresponding normal column
basis vector. (a) The 138th normal column basis vector is depicted in a plot of relative copy numbers, ordered and
colored by their genomic coordinates, roughly describing frequent spikes of increased copy numbers superimposed on
an invariant baseline. The correlation of the vector with the fractional GC content across the normal bins is 0.78.
(b) The corresponding 138th, most normal-exclusive row basis vector is depicted in a plot showing an enrichment
of the Illumina sequencer HMS/SN1120 (red) relative to the other sequencers (blue) among the 69 patients with
high superposition coefficients of the 138th normal column basis vector in their normal profiles. The corresponding
hypergeometric P -value is <10−5 . (c) The normal dataset is depicted in a raster, with relative WGS read-count, i.e.,
DNA copy-number amplification (red), no change (black), and deletion (green), showing the GC content variation
and its correlation with the experimental batches.
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Fig. S7. The WGS LUAD first
tumor and 138th normal column
basis vectors are correlated with
the fractional GC content across
the tumor and normal genomes.
The distributions of the copy numbers listed in the (a) first tumor and
(b) 138th normal column basis vectors between tumor and normal bins,
respectively, of >50% and ≤50% GC
content are depicted in boxplots with
the corresponding MWW P -values.

Fig. S8.
The WGS LUAD
first and 138th row basis vectors
are correlated with experimental batches. The distributions of the
copy numbers listed in the (a) first
and (b) 138th row basis vectors between Illumina sequencers, respectively, are depicted in boxplots with
the corresponding MWW P -values.

Fig. S9. The 6p+12p Agilent OV pattern is a technology-independent predictor of LUAD overall
survival, independent also of the best other indicator at diagnosis, i.e., stage. The classifications of (a) the
139 WGS LUAD patients based upon the Agilent OV pattern and, in addition, (b) stage, and of (c) the 44 platinumtreated patients among the 139 based upon the Agilent OV pattern, are depicted in KM curves highlighting median
survival time differences (yellow) with the corresponding log-rank P -values and Cox hazard ratios.
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Fig. S10. The 6p+12p Agilent OV pattern is a technology-independent predictor of USEC and OV
overall survival, independent also of the best other indicator at diagnosis, i.e., stage. The classifications
of (a) the 109 Affymetrix USEC patients based upon the Agilent OV pattern and, in addition, (b) stage, and of
(c) the 66 platinum-treated patients among the 109 based upon the Agilent OV pattern, and the classifications of
(d ) the 479 Affymetrix USEC patients based upon the Agilent OV pattern and, in addition, (e) stage, and of (f ) the
433 platinum-treated patients among the 479 based upon the Agilent OV pattern.
Fig. S11. Differential gene and
miRNA expression in the USEC
tumors consistent with the DNA
CNAs. The differential expression
of these genes and miRNAs, among
the ones highlighted in the adenocarcinomas genotype, in the subset
of USEC tumors that have high correlations of their Affymetrix profiles
with the Agilent OV pattern, which
corresponds to the subset of patients
of a shorter survival phenotype, consistently maps to amplifications and
deletions in the Affymetrix USEC
pattern.
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Fig. S12. Differential gene and miRNA expression in the LUAD tumors consistent with the DNA
CNAs. The differential expression of these genes and miRNAs, among the ones highlighted in the adenocarcinomas
genotype, in the subset of LUAD tumors that have high correlations of their Affymetrix profiles with the Agilent OV
pattern, which corresponds to the subset of patients of a shorter survival phenotype, consistently maps to amplifications and deletions in the Affymetrix LUAD pattern.
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Fig. S13. Differential gene and miRNA expression in the OV tumors consistent with the DNA CNAs.
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Fig. S14.
The 7p, Xq, and
6p+12p Agilent OV patterns
predict overall survival of OV
patients experiencing PFS. The
classifications of (a) the 265 of the 479
Affymetrix OV patients who experienced PFS≥0 months, and of (b) the
177 of the 265 patients who experienced PFS≥11 months, based upon
the 7p Agilent OV pattern. The classifications of (c) the 265 patients, and
of (b) the 177 patients based upon the
Xq Agilent OV pattern. The classifications of (e) the 265 patients, and of
(b) the 177 patients based upon the
6p+12p, 7p, and Xq Agilent OV patterns combined.
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Number of Predictor
Patients

KM
Group

Median Log-Rank Cox
(Months) P -value
Model

Hazard 95% Confidence Regression Concordance
Ratio Interval
P -value
Index

138 WGS LUAD (Coeff.) High
Low
WGS LUAD (Corr.) High
Low

6 7.4×10−7 Univariate
41
9 1.5×10−8
41

8.2

3.0– 22.2 3.2×10−5

0.92

6.3

3.0– 12.9 7.2×10−7

0.90

139 Agilent OV (Corr.)

High
Low
II-IV
I

25 1.8×10−3
41
30 1.3×10−4
53

4.0

1.6– 10.5 4.0×10−3

0.85

3.3

1.7–

6.2 2.9×10−4

0.81

High/II-IV
High/I
Low/II-IV
Low/I

3 1.1×10−8 Bivariate
26
32
53

4.9
3.5

1.9– 13.0 1.2×10−3
1.8– 6.6 1.5×10−4

0.81

Stage
Agilent OV (Corr.)
Stage

Table S1. KM survival analyses and Cox proportional hazards models of the 6p+12p-classified WGS
LUAD patients. The classifications of the subset of 138 WGS LUAD patients with matched tumor and normal
profiles based upon the 6p+12p GSVD, i.e., the most tumor-exclusive row and corresponding tumor column basis
vectors, and of the set of 139 patients based upon the 6p+12p Agilent OV pattern and stage.
Number of Predictor
Patients

KM
Group

Median Log-Rank
(Months) P -value

470 Affymetrix LUAD (Coeff.) High
Low
Affymetrix LUAD (Corr.) High
Low

19 1.7×10−3
45
19 1.6×10−2
45

488 Agilent OV (Corr.)

High
Low
II-IV
I
High/II-IV
High/I
Low/II-IV
Low/I

Stage
Agilent OV (Corr.)
Stage

Cox
Model

Hazard 95% Confidence Regression Concordance
Ratio Interval
P -value
Index
2.7

1.4– 5.0 2.5×10−3

0.79

2.3

1.1– 4.6 1.9×10−2

0.77

22 3.6×10−3
42
29 3.7×10−10
59

2.5

1.3– 4.6 4.9×10−3

0.76

3.2

2.2– 4.7 2.8×10−9

0.80

19 2.6×10−12 Bivariate
26
31
59

2.3
3.2

1.2– 4.3 1.0×10−2
2.2– 4.7 4.2×10−9

0.79

Univariate

Table S2. KM survival analyses and Cox proportional hazards models of the 6p+12p-classified
Affymetrix LUAD patients. The classifications of the subset of 470 Affymetrix LUAD patients with matched
tumor and normal profiles based upon the 6p+12p GSVD, and of the set of 488 patients based upon the 6p+12p
Agilent OV pattern and stage.
Number of Predictor
Patients

KM
Group

109 Affymetrix USEC (Coeff.) High
Low
Affymetrix USEC (Corr.) High
Low
Agilent OV (Corr.)
Stage
Agilent OV (Corr.)
Stage

High
Low
III,IV
I,II
High/III,IV
High/I,II
Low/III,IV
Low/I,II

Median Log-Rank Cox
(Months)
Model
12 3.3×10−3 Univariate
107
3.0×10−2
107
19 2.0×10−2
107
51 4.8×10−2
107

Hazard 95% Confidence P -value
Ratio Interval
P -value
14.9

5.8

Concordance
Index

1.4– 164.5 2.7×10−2

0.92

31.4 3.9×10−2

0.82

1.1–

19 2.2×10−2 Bivariate
51
107

Table S3. KM survival analyses and Cox proportional hazards models of the 6p+12p-classified
Affymetrix USEC patients. The classifications of the 109 Affymetrix USEC patients based upon the 6p+12p
GSVD, the 6p+12p Agilent OV pattern, and stage.
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Number of Predictor
Patients

KM
Group

Median Log-Rank Cox
(Months) P -value
Model

Hazard 95% Confidence P -value
Ratio Interval

Concordance
Index

465 Affymetrix OV (Coeff.) High
Low
Affymetrix OV (Corr.) High
Low

38 1.4×10−4 Univariate
51
38 9.7×10−5
52

1.7

1.3– 2.3 1.6×10−4

0.58

1.8

1.3– 2.3 1.2×10−4

0.59

479 Agilent OV (Corr.)

High
Low
III,IV
I,II

38 1.8×10−3
49
44 8.6×10−4
80

1.6

1.2– 2.1 2.0×10−3

0.56

3.1

1.5– 6.3 1.6×10−3

0.74

High/III,IV
High/I,II
Low/III,IV
Low/I,II

38 2.4×10−4 Bivariate

1.5
2.9

1.1– 2.0 5.6×10−3
1.5– 6.0 2.7×10−3

0.60

265 Agilent OV (Corr.)

High
Low

40 1.9×10−2 Univariate
47

1.5

1.1– 2.2 2.0×10−2

0.58

177

High
Low

48 1.2×10−2
57

1.8

1.1– 2.8 1.3×10−2

0.64

Stage
Agilent OV (Corr.)
Stage

45
80

Table S4. KM survival analyses and Cox proportional hazards models of the 6p+12p-classified
Affymetrix OV patients. The classifications of the subset of 465 Affymetrix OV patients with matched tumor and
normal profiles based upon the 6p+12p GSVD, the set of 479 patients based upon the 6p+12p Agilent OV pattern
and stage, and the subsets of 265 PFS≥0 and 177 PFS≥11 months patients based upon the 6p+12p Agilent OV
pattern.
Number of Predictor
Patients

KM
Group

Median Log-Rank Cox
(Months) P -value
Model

Hazard 95% Confidence P -value
Ratio Interval

Concordance
Index

465 Affymetrix OV (Coeff.) Low
High
Affymetrix OV (Corr.) Low
High

41 4.0×10−2 Univariate
50
40 7.6×10−3
50

1.3

1.0– 1.8 4.1×10−2

0.57

1.5

1.1– 2.0 8.0×10−3

0.60

479 Agilent OV (Corr.)

Low
High

38 1.6×10−3
49

1.5

1.2– 2.0 1.7×10−3

0.60

Low/III,IV
Low/I,II
High/III,IV
High/I,II

36 6.5×10−5 Bivariate
80
48

1.5
3.2

1.2– 2.0 1.1×10−3
1.6– 6.5 1.2×10−3

0.63

265 Agilent OV (Corr.)

Low
High

38 2.4×10−3 Univariate
49

1.6

1.2– 2.2 2.6×10−3

0.62

177

Low
High

48 2.7×10−2
57

1.6

1.1– 2.4 2.8×10−2

0.60

Agilent OV (Corr.)
Stage

Table S5. KM survival analyses and Cox proportional hazards models of the 7p-classified Affymetrix
OV patients. The classifications of the 465 Affymetrix OV patients with matched tumor and normal profiles based
upon the 7p GSVD, the 479 patients based upon the 7p Agilent OV pattern, and the 265 PFS≥0 and 177 PFS≥11
months patients based upon the 7p Agilent OV pattern.
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Number of Predictor
Patients

KM
Group

Median Log-Rank Cox
(Months) P -value
Model

Hazard 95% Confidence P -value
Ratio Interval

Concordance
Index

465 Affymetrix OV (Coeff.) Low
High
Affymetrix OV (Corr.) Low
High

38 1.2×10−2 Univariate
50
36 2.4×10−2
48

1.4

1.1– 1.9 1.2×10−2

0.56

1.4

1.0– 1.9 2.4×10−2

0.55

479 Agilent OV (Corr.)

Low
High

42 1.6×10−2
59

1.4

1.1– 1.9 1.7×10−2

0.57

Low/III,IV
Low/I,II
High/III,IV
High/I,II

40 1.3×10−3 Bivariate
80
56

1.4
3.0

1.0– 1.8 3.6×10−2
1.5– 6.0 2.4×10−3

0.61

265 Agilent OV (Corr.)

Low
High

42 2.3×10−3 Univariate
62

1.7

1.2– 2.4 2.6×10−3

0.63

177

Low
High

49 3.9×10−3
71

1.9

1.2– 3.0 4.4×10−3

0.69

Agilent OV (Corr.)
Stage

Table S6. KM survival analyses and Cox proportional hazards models of the Xq-classified Affymetrix
OV patients. The classifications of the 465 Affymetrix OV patients with matched tumor and normal profiles based
upon the Xq GSVD, and the 479 patients based upon the Xq Agilent OV pattern, and the 265 PFS≥0 and 177
PFS≥11 months patients based upon the Xq Agilent OV pattern.
Number of Predictor
Patients

KM
Median Log-Rank Cox
Group (Months) P -value
Model

Hazard 95% Confidence P -value
Ratio Interval

Concordance
Index

465 Affymetrix OV (Coeffs.) C
B
A
Affymetrix OV (Corrs.) C
B
A

36 1.1×10−5 Univariate
55
57
36 1.0×10−6
55
57

1.5

1.3– 1.8 6.2×10−6

0.60

1.6

1.3– 2.0 7.5×10−7

0.62

479 Agilent OV (Corrs.)

C
B
A

38 5.3×10−5
49
72

1.5

1.3– 1.8 1.1×10−5

0.60

265

C
B
A

36 8.3×10−6
50
69

1.7

1.4– 2.1 3.3×10−6

0.64

177

C
B
A

45 9.8×10−5
57
72

1.8

1.3– 2.4 6.8×10−5

0.68

Table S7. KM survival analyses and Cox proportional hazards models of the combined 6p+12p-, 7p-,
and Xq-classified Affymetrix OV patients. The classifications of the 465 Affymetrix OV patients with matched
tumor and normal profiles based upon the Xq GSVD, and the 479 patients and the 265 PFS≥0 and 177 PFS≥11
months patients based upon the Xq Agilent OV pattern.

